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parliament [Lam89], parser [YPDC20]. Parsing [RDDL17], Part [OF15, Lam89]. part-time [Lam89]. partially [WZQ+17]. Participants [ACV17], participation [LP18c], Participatory [Las17], Parties [FWB15], Partition [KLM17], Partnering [Sch14a], Party [ADMX1a, FYK+17, HLC17c, ZGH+15, ABL18b, Lin17]. Password [IK17, JKKX16, McK19]. Password-Protected [JKKX16]. Path [LCL17, Mei18], Pattern [RJK+17, TOM17, HLC+17b], Patterns [EZ17, EZ18, MYSZ19, NML19], PAXOS [DLL00, DLL97, GL00, HMS17, Lam01, MBD+12, MPSP17, PLSS17, RST11, Ros03, SS12, SS13, VA15, VB08], PaxosStore [ZLX+17]. Pay [Ede14, HSB17d, HSB18h, ZGR17, BDE+13], PayWord [AH12, RS96a, RS96b]. PCS [KLR+17b]. Pedigree [NC17b], Peer [AnoI7a, CVM17, CS15, GH05, KN12, NAH16, Rin18, SOA17, SZJ17, FOA17, Nak08a, NAH15, TF16, VCS03]. Peer-to-Peer [AnoI7a, KN12, NAH16, SOA17, CS15, GH05, SOJ17, FOA17, Nak08a, NAH15, TF16, VCS03], Peers [Dre17g], Pegged [IK19], Penalizing [RKS15], Penalties [KB16, KVV16]. People [BSB16, Ksh20], Peppercoin [Riv04], Perceptions [GCL16], Perfection [Ger16], Performance [ABF+16, Cor19, DMH18g, Gao17, GKW+16, Mah18, SCAA13, Suk19, XZK+17, Dev14, DHES16, KAK20, Li14a, Li14b, Sal18], perhaps [Osbl8b], Perils [ACM15, Ali15], Perish [ZP17b], Permacoin [MJS+14], Permeability [JB18b], permission [AAC+19], Permissioned [BMSS19, EN17, HS16c, HP19, Moh19, Suk19, Vuk17, ZZJ17, AAE19, HSGY20], permissionless [LLZY20]. Personal [EN19, Gir18, LN17], personnel [CLS19a], perspectivas [HA15], Perspective [FSW14, Kiin16, LD17, Mor17f, Mor17g, Sir16b, Sve17, CZ16, CGR18, Her19, KFR17], Perspectives [BMC+15, Dus14, HA15], pervasive [CJW17], Petersburg [ACM17c], Petro [Osbl8b], Petroleum [Nia19], PGP [WA15], phenomenal [GC08], phishing [Ano18], Pal18, physical [Sk019], Picture [Dre17q], Pieces [Dre17c], pilfered [Nic17], Pinocchio [DFKP13], Pipelining [SS12, SS13], Pirate [RS14], PKI [AB17, JLLX+19, KKM19, TADS20], plan [Nor17c], Planning [Dre17m], Plans [Ano17e], Planning [Ab17, JLX+19], KKM19, TADS20, plan [Nor17c], Planning [Dre17m], Plans [Ano17e], Plastic [AM15], Platform [ARBK17, BSV17, BO17, But13b, JCHSR16, KMOD17, Sh19, SV16, SVL17, WDSL17, ABB+19, HYLY19, HS19b, KGS+19, LXL+19, Nor17a, Osbl8a, Wij16], Platforms [Eva14, Mah18, Raj18], PlaTIBART [WDSL17], Platoon [AS18], Play [KMB15], plunges [K.13], PoET [Cor19], Point [ECHL16], points [Far18a], Poker [KMB15], police [Ano18h, Far18a, Hol18], Policy [Rec19], policymakers [BC16b], Politics [Bel18, Lut17, Bra15a], Poly1305 [GADO17], Polynomial [CLS+19c], Polynomial-based [CLS+19c], Ponzi [BCCS20, Lew15], Pool [SCYP17, SBBR17, Vo11], Pooled [LSP+15, Ros11], Pooling [SGF+17], Pools [BS16, ES14a, JLG+14, KKS+17b, LJJG15, LBS+15, VTL17, ZWW+17, ZGR17, CK16, HS19a], poorer [Ano13b], Popularity [VM15], Portfolio [BOS15], PoRX

Pound [Hil14]. Power [Bon14a, DVRM16, LSP+15, Cae15, Gon17, Hol18, Ole18, ÖY17, PW17a]. Powered [QFLM17]. powerful [Hol18]. Powering [AMLH15]. Practical [CDD17, KFN+17, Ksh20, RMSK14, THF17, vS02, ZLX+17].


Preemption [RRCL17]. Preface [Ano19c, LPW17b]. Preferences [NTKS17]. Prescribed [ZP17a]. Presence [GCR16, KDF13]. Preservation [MJS+14, HRC19]. Preserving [ARBK17, ACV17, DCK17, DDX17, KLR+17a, KLR+17b, KMMW17, KUEE17, KUEE18, LS17, LL17b, LL17c, OEO16, OEO17, SVL17, WQHX17, DBB+15, JXL+19, KUE17, MZA+20, YZL+19, ZLT+19].


Privacy [ACM17d, ARBK17, ABB+19, ADA17, AKR+13, ACV17, Ban18, CBWF17, CVM17, DBB+15, DCK17, EN19, GANAHJ17, GÇKG14, Hal17, HRC19, HHIK18, HJPS16, JXL+19, KLR+17a, KLR+17b, KC18, KMMW17, Kat16, KUE17, KUEE17, KUEE18, KJGW17, LDWS17, LST+17, MMSK+17, MO15, NTKS17, OEO16, OEO17, PS16, RMS17, SDTI17, SVL17, SSI7b, WBK+17, XSC+17, YWJ+16, XZL19, A+13, FHZ+19, Hea13, LL17b, LL17c, MZA+20, MRR+20, Pec16, WQHX17, WLL+13, YZL+19, ZLT+19, PB17].


Privacy-Preserving [DCK17, KLR+17a, KLR+17b, KMMW17, KUEE17, KUEE18, OEO16, OEO17, DBB+15, JXL+19, KUE17, MZA+20, YZL+19, ZLT+19]. Private [DWC+17, ISMI17, LSFK17, BHH19, DSHJ18, Ler14b]. Privately [ZC16].


Proceedings [ACM17c, CRS83, OF15, ACM17a, ACM17b, ACM17d, GANAHJ17, IKY05]. Process [CW17, Doz18, MVW+18, VCLK17, WXR+16, FMR+19, KFR17, KK17b, LPGBD+19, SSSJ19, Wey19]. Processes [GBPDW17, KL17]. Processing [DN93, HV20, Hall17, PP16, SZ15, QNM+19, SZ13].

Processor [BH15, Sou13, BHI+14, WLL+13]. Product [Kri19, LD17, LX17, KFR17, XLL+19]. production [Gon17]. products [SV16].

Produkt [KFR17, KFR18]. Produkt-Sicht [KFR17, KFR18]. Professional [BT18a].


Programming [Cob17]. Programs [TOM17]. progress [ÖY17]. Project [DMH18].

Projects [BO17, OOF+17].
Promise [Fot17]. Promises [Ron18].
Promising [HRE17]. Promoting [ALM19].
promptly [Far18b]. Proof
[Abr16, Ast16, Bac03, BLP17, BBH+13, BLMR14, BK17b, Coo08, DFKP13, FZC+20, GKW+16, Kam17, KN12, Lar13, LABK17, MHWK16, Poe14, SLY15, SDK+17, Tro15a, Voi11, Vuk16, AC19, Dry14, HYLY19, KRDO17, Kin13, Shi16, Tro14a, Tro14b, Tro15b, WIJ17, ZLT+19, Cor19, LC04].
Proof-of-negotiation [FZC+20].
Proof-of-Stake
[BLP17, KN12, LABK17, KRDO17].
Proof-of-Work [Bac03, BBH+13, BK17b, Coo08, Lar13, SLY15, Tro15a, Vuk16, Kin13, Shi16, Tro14a, Tro14b, Tro15b, LC04].
Proofs [DBB+15, SBR16]. Propagation
[FOA16, OAB+17, SOA17, DW13, FOA17].
Properties [Gar17, YK15, DMR18].
Property [Int14, Zei16]. proportion
[YV17]. Proposal [GP17a, SI16, HC12].
Proposals [Bra13, EBHBL16, ALM1S16].
Prospect [SCY17]. Prospects
[Hil14, HRC19]. Protect
[ABL+18a, JKKX16, RS14]. Protected
[JKKX16]. Protecting
[Dre17k, Dre17n, WLL+13]. protection
[BP17b, FH19, HWDD17, WWZ+20].
Protocol [BLP17, Böhm13, Coo08, GKL17, HLC17c, KKS14, LN17, Ler14b, LLW17, LNZ+16, ML15, MSH17, MHWK16, Mue18, OAB+17, PSS17, SYB14, SLY17, WCL17, ZP17a, BB15, GKL15, Hea13, KRDO17, Ler14a, LLZY20, CFvdPS15, ML17, NML19, VG17, ZW15].
Protocols
[BK14, LABK17, Luu17, Mer80, MXC+16, KKS+17a, PLS17, P’16, ZWH18].
Provable [SDT17]. Provable
[Pia16, KRDO17]. ProvChain [LST+17].
Provenance
[AS18, LST+17, NSNF17, PK19, RCD+19].
Provers [Hir17]. proves [LC04]. provider
[Gir18]. Providing [LDWS17].
[DBB+15, GCKG14]. Proximity [SOA17].
Prozess [KFR17, KFR18]. Prozess-
[KFR17, KFR18]. Pseudo [MY11].
Pseudo-anonymous [MY11]. Pseudonym
[FWB15]. Pseudonymization
[FWB15, KMMW17]. Pseudonymous
[FF17]. Pseudonyms [Cha81]. PTAS
Public [Alz19, CGJ+17, Eva14, GP17a, HR17, JWN19, Liu19, Mai18, Muf16, XCG+17, XSC+17, vdHK14, AR15, Mer80, PB17]. Public-Ledger [Eva14].
Publication [ALP15]. Publicly
[Bac02b, YCX18]. Publish [ZP17b, ZZJ17].
Publish/Subscribe [ZZJ17]. Puerto
[BCJR15, Nar19]. PUF [IK19]. pungo
[AF16]. Punishes [YWW+18]. Purposes
[Int14]. Push [SD16a]. Puzzles
[BC16a, ML14, MKKS14, MKKS15, RRCL17, RSW96]. PVORM [CZJ+17].
Qatar [Ano18]. QoS [RDDB19].
QoS-aware [RDDB19]. quality [BR17].
quantification [Dev14]. Quantitative
[Hut17, RS13]. Quantum
[ABL+18a, Bee18, BD19].
Quantum-Enabled [BD19]. Query
[LZY+17, XZK+17, QNM+19]. Quest
[Vuk16]. Questions [Pav18, BP17b]. Queue
[ZWW+17]. Queue-Based [ZWW+17].
Queueing [KK17a, RFM+18]. Quick
[LSO+15]. Quorum [Mer19].
R [Li14a, Li14b]. R-Hadoop [Li14a, Li14b].
Race [Mat14, Pec13]. Radiation [DXR+17].
Raises [Pav18, Osb18b]. RAM [KPK17].
Rampenlicht [ABR17]. random
[Duc13, FZC+20]. random-honest
[FZC+20]. randomness [LB18, WYZ+20].
Ransom [BBM+18]. ransoms [LZDA16].
ransomware [CGR18, UJ16]. Raps
[YWS+18]. Rare [TADS20]. Rate
[JKS16, MPSP17, NMt16, SALY17].

RingCT [SALY17]. Ringing [BW17].

Ripple [SYB14, Ale18b]. rischi [AF16].

Rise [Bec18, Son14, FRF+19, Gei16]. Rises [Vig15]. Risiken [Ker14, San14a]. Rising [Sid14, Pro13, Pro14].

Risk [Bys19, Kab17, MC13, MBB14, SIDV14, YWJ+16, Gof19, KBS17, NML19, San14b].

risk-oriented [NML19]. Risk-rewards [SIDV14]. Risks [AAG17, Mai18, MH+16, MCS18, Peo13, AF16, Ker14, San14a, Uni14].

risques [San14b]. RM [Wu19]. Road [BABD17, Frsu17, PdWWS16, Chr13, Gre13, Zet13].


robust [MMT16a]. Roger [MCHM17, MHN17]. role [Bla18, Bra15a].


Router [Esc18, Wol18]. Routing [AZV17, EKK+17, AC19].

Rubbish [Sha17].

Rule [Cou14, DW18, Kor17a, VB08]. Rules [Int14, Ber13]. Run [LJG15]. Running [BCM16].

Rush [BBM14]. SAMPKI [AAG17, CLC17].

Russia [ACM17a].

s [Rou18, Sup16, Che18]. Safe [FDT17].

Safeguarding [NML19]. Safer [Cob17].


SAMR [Ale18a]. San [BJC15].

Sanctions [Ano18d]. Sanka [CRS83]. Sarkar [BB15]. Satoshi [Sha17].

Satterthwaite [Ano18g]. saved [Bar18].

Savings [CPM17]. Sawtooth [Cor19]. say [Far18a, G17].

Says [Ano17e, Gre13, MKC9, Far18b, Nic17, Sha17].

Scalability [Gen17, Goo17, HLJPS16, Kar16, PS16, vdHEM+17].

Scalable [BABD17, BW17, DW15, LF5K17, Vuk16, ZZL+19, RST11].

Scale [Luul17, Riz16, DKJ19, Far18a, SIDV14, SZJ17, WLXC17, ZWX+19a].

Scaling [CE+16, Kuz19b, Zha19, Kuz19a].

scam [Goo18]. Scams [VM15, dre14]. Scan [AGM16]. scenario [HNL19].

Scenarios [BBH+13]. scheduling [HZL19]. Scheme [CGF16, CGLR19, JLX+19, KLR+17a, KLR+17b, KF+17, Wey19, ES16, FSY+19, GGK+14, WLC+20, YCX18, ZZL+19].

Schemes [Ano12, DP18, GCD16, KT15, RS96b, BCCS20, Kew15, RS96a]. Schnorr [MCSW19].

School [KBM+17]. Science [BB17, DMH18d, LH17, LMC18, Wat17].

sciences [CDS+19]. Score [KVL19].

Scoring [BB14]. SCPKI [AB17].

scrambled [Lee13]. Scrapes [Pop17a].

Scratch [MKKS14, MKKS15]. Scratch-Off [MKKS15, MKKS14].

Scrypt [But13a].

SDN [CJA+19, JAK19]. SDN-enabled [CJA+19, JAK19].

Search [KLL+15, MLM16, MLM15]. Searchable [AAG17, CLC+19].

Seasonality [HS15].

second [Uni14]. Secret [GP17a, JKLX16].

Sector [HUF17].

Secure [Alz19, ADMM14, ADMM16, BDW14, BKT17, DNY17, EL14, FMR+16, FHS+17, FYK+17, H97, Hal17, HSL16, KFN+17, KMOD17, KB16, KVV16, LNZ+16, Lnu17, PTPR17, PTPR18, Shi19, SL18, SZ15, SDK+17, Tac17, WLY17, WZQ+17, ZGH+15, ZMH+17, ZMH+18, BHH19].

CJA+19, CM19, JAK19, KAK20, KRDO17, LL16, LL17a, LHH+18, Lin17, MZA+20, MA99, RDBB19, RCD+19, U171, VCS03, WLG19, Woo14, YPDC20, ZWX+19a, ZWX+19b, Ale18a, AABM17, CDD17].

Secured [LN17, Gir18].

Securing [Boi18, GGG+14, J18, LABK17, MKS+19, D17b].

Securisation [HSB18c, HSB18a].

Security [ACM17a, ACM17d, A+13, BB15, Bee18, Bra15b, CC16, Sha85, CSN14].

GGN16, Ger16, GK+16, GCR16, GCR18, bAHRAK17, bAHRAK18, HUt17, JRB+17, Kar16, K16, K16, K19, KJGW17, LDWS17, LKL+14, LDH17, Mor17, Pan18, Sad13, SDF17, Sch98, Ses18, SIDV14, Son16a, Sve17, TSL+17, XWW17, ZXL19, dCdCM14, DCD17].
BBMS14, BCJR15, CMR†+16, DSM†+17, FB17a, GP17b, IKY05, JO13, KA16, KBS17, KS18, MRR†+20, NML19, RKP19, SBL19, Sal18, SSL†+19, Sir16b, Tun18.

Security-critical [dCdCM14], Seeing [Bog17, Dre17q, Dre17r], seek [Far18b]. Sees [Sid14]. Seized [Gre13], seizures [Ano13b]. Selected [BBMS14, CSN14, JRB†+17, Ker12, Sad13, Ano14b, BCJR15, CMR†+16, GP17b].

Selection [RLT17, FZC†+20, LLZY20]. Self [Cou14, LMH16, MDAP16, MAP16, Nis16b, Pia16]. Self-Contained [Pia16].


Service [BSV17, GvRS17, KET†+17, SS17a, SYK17, SGD19, VTM14, Yew18, ZZJ17, AABE20, Bac02a, Gir18, JAK19, LXL†+19, MBT19, MAQ99, Bee16]. Service-Oriented [GvRS17]. Services [CGGN17, HRF17, JB17a, Mul14d, Sch19, dBHC17, Bar16, IFD†+19, SYZ16]. session [Uni14]. Set [OAB†+17]. Sets [AC17].

Setting [NTKS17]. Settings [NTKS17]. Seven [Cou16]. SHA1 [Ste17]. SHA256 [CGN14]. Sharding [GvRS17, LNZ†+16]. Share [KKS†+17b]. Shared [ALPBT17, CWL17, Lin19, EHBA†+19, MBD+12].

Shares [ZGR17]. Sharing [BCM16, CGLR19, FHS†+17, HWCL17, JKKX16, LSM17, SBHD17, Shu19, XSC†+17, Zam19, CLC†+19, MZA†+20, SSL†+19, SYZ16, VCS03]. Sharks [ZWW†+17]. Shipping [JB18a, JB18b]. Shopping [LD17]. Short [BDLF†+16, GvRS17, MCJ17, XJY17, PLA13]. Should [Chu15, McM13]. Shows [McM13].

Shuts [Son14]. Sicht [KFR17, KFR18]. Side [ABF†+16, AGGM16, BBM†+18, KJGW17, Ano16a]. Sidestep [Ano18d].

Signals [RRM18, GS15a]. Signature [EN17, KFN†+17, Mer88, SLY17, ZGGT16, GGK†+14, LTMW19]. signature-based [LTMW19]. Signatures [Cha83, GGN16, MPSW19, WZQ†+17].

Signed [HBG16]. significance [CGR18]. Signing [THF17, Lin17]. Silicon [Tay13].

Silk [Chr13, Gre13, Zet13]. Silver [MeG18]. Simple [CG16, MPSW19, RAH†+15, RS96a, Lam01, RS96a]. Simplicity [O‘C17].

Simulating [CCMN17]. Simulation [AvM18, Gos17, MLD19, ZWH18, CSLD17, LW16, NAH15]. Simulations [SZJ17].

sincerely [Gal18]. Singing [HLC17c]. Single [IK17]. Sins [Cou16]. Sites [GDP†+17]. Size [Dim19, Ano18c, GKI17].

Sketching [Vel16]. Sliema [JRB†+17]. SmaCC [RDDL17]. Smart [ACW17, AB17, ABBS18, ABC17, BNMM17, BDLF†+16, Blo18, BS17b, BS18, BCM16, But13b, DGHK17, Gao17, GLD†+18, IPSP17, IGRS16, JKS16, Kec16, KUEE17, KUEE18, Kun16, LCO†+16, Mis17, Mot17j, NMH16, Ohn16, PTP17, PTP18, PP16, Pia16, RBL†+17, SW17, Swa16, Tam19, VTL17, XJY17, YW18, ZCC†+16, ACA†+19, ALP15, Gia15, KGS†+19, Lev17, LML†+19, MZA†+20, MNB†+17, SPZ†+20, SYZ16, WM19, XGS†+20].

Smarter [LCO†+16]. Smartphone [FMR†+16]. Smartpool [Kad18].


snack [BDE†+13]. sniffer [Cas12]. Soar [McL13]. Sociable [HBJ14]. Social [CR17, GS15a, HBJ14, KH16, MLM16, OOF†+17, RC16, ROH16, Smo18, A†+13, LMC18, Lev17, LD17]. Socialism [HW16].
Socio-technical [EBHBL16].
Society [ACM17c, ATD17]. Socio [EBHBL16]. Socio-technical [EBHBL16].
sofa [Sha17]. Sofia [OF15]. Software [AK17, FS16, HS16d, Lut17, PMT17, SD16a, SDK+17, dCdCM14, Aro12, YPDC20, ZLT+19]. Software-Defined [SD16a]. SoK [ABC17, BMC+15]. solar [PW17a]. Solidity [RDDL17, Dan17b].
Solids [CZJ+17]. Solution [ABL18b, Coe08, HRE17, Kuz19b, PL16, VDG19, Wey19, XWW17, Kuz19a, MDN18]. Solution-Verification [Coe08]. Solutions [Ano19c, But19, bAHRAK17, bAHRAK18, HJPS16, PS16, KS18]. solve [Pec17a].
Solvency [DBB+15]. Solving [KJ17, KJ18, Six17]. Some [Ber13, CG16, Sha17]. someone [Ito18].
Source [Cap12, TNM17, Hol15, dCdCM14].
specific [LCL17]. Sovereignty [Roi18].
special [ZFY16, ZFY17]. Specializing [MKG16b]. spatio-temporal [QNMM+19].
specifications [Cra17]. Speculative [CF15, Bla18]. spoliators [Ito18]. Speed [CSC16, MBD+12]. spend [PR16]. Spender [DNY17]. Spending [Dre17a, KAR+15].
spatio-temporal [QNMM+19].
splines [MYSZ19]. Splitting [LSP+15, KKS17+14]. Sporny [Spo17].
spotlight [ABR17]. spurs [Far18a]. Square [EDS15]. St [ACM17c]. Stable [Men19, SI19]. Stablecoins [Ano20]. Stage [KD16]. staging [Bit09]. Stake [BLP17, BLMR14, KN12, LABK17, Poe14, KRDO17].
stamp [HS91]. stamping [BHS93].
Standards [HV20, Lim18]. startup [Far18b]. scratch [Hol18]. State [Nar19, Sup16, WRB15, Sir16b]. Stateless [RRCL17].
still [Hol18, Pal18]. stealing [LSS14]. steals [Bar18]. steam [Gon17]. Steven [Ano16c, SM-16]. Stick [KLM17]. still [Ano18a]. stock [Son16b]. Stolen [Cim18a, Ro13, Son13, WREK18, HDM+14, Osb18a].
stop [LP18c]. Stops [Cim18b]. Storage [RBB19, SBHD17, SV16, XAZY17, XAZY18, YW18, WDL+18, YCX18, ZLX+17]. Store [Dre17g, Dre17a, Dre17y, MHH+16, McM13].
Storing [Dre17t].
Street [Ksh17a, Ksh17b]. Stress [BHMW16, Men19]. Stressing [BHMW16].
Strict [Ler13]. Strong [DSW16, Sir16a].
Stronger [Per09]. Structure [LMAL17, Mor17c, OKH13, CLS+19, KCS+14].
Structured [SS17a, KMMW17].
Structures [Ban18]. Studies [KPK17].
Study [AH19, BO17, Doz18, Hut17, ISM17, JL17, KAR+15]. Lux17, MB15, WLXC17, YNS16, Yew18, YW18, Bar16, CSLD17, DSM+17, FRF+19, Son16b, UJ16, XLL+19].
Stylized [EDS15]. Sub [Zha19]. Subchains [BLP17, Riz16]. Subscribe [ZZJ17].
Success [KVL19, MCHM17, MMH17].
Succinct [DFKP13]. Sukuk [AIM19].
Summarizing [Dre17u]. Summer [HMS17].
Super [LCL17]. Super-sovereign [LCL17]. supervised [YV17]. Supervision [Nar19, CJW17].
Supply [HSB17b, HSB17a, HSB17c, HSB17d, HSB18a, HSB18b, HSB18f, HSB18e, HSB18g, HSB18i, Kri19, Nia19, RKT19, Wu17, XRS+19, Álv18, DB16, NNGV19].
Support [HRE17, Las17, ME17, Nar19, OJ17, WLL+13]. Supporting [BHH19, CSX+17, XLM+17].
Surface [ZWW+17]. surge [Hol18]. surrounding [FB17a]. Surveillance [Raz19]. Survey [Ami16, ABC17, TS16, FHZ+19].
SURVIVOR [JAK19]. Suspected
sustain [Fai17, KH16]. Sustain [Vra17, LMC18]. Sustainable [AKP17, AKP18, MNB17]. Swarm [Raz19]. Swimming [ZWW17]. Swindle [Ito18]. SWOT [MM17]. SXSW [Vig15]. Sybil [BOLL14, FWB15, FF17]. Sybil-Resistant [BOLL14, FWB15, FF17]. symbiotic [Sko19]. synchronization [FSY19]. Syndicate [HM19]. Syntax [LS17]. System [AB17, Alz19, Ano17a, ACC17, BK17c, CBWF17, CXS17, DFKP13, Eti19, HWCL17, JMK17, JZLL17, LZY17, Liu16, LSH13, MY11, Mor17e, PPR20, RH11, RH13, Sch98, SD16b, SLY15, TADS20, Van14b, WLSZ17, XAZY17, XAZY8, YW18, BMMSS17, CJ19, CJW17, CLS19a, DSN17, FHZ19, Gal18, HHB18, JZLL17, KAK20, LW16, LHH18, Nak08a, Six17j, Tro41a, Tro41b, Wij16, YZL19, ZWX19, ZWX19a, ZWX19b]. Systematic [OO19]. SystemC [CSLD17]. Systems [AvM18, Bai19, BART17, GK14, GCD16, Gou19, HTCW17, HTCW18, IG18, LDWS17, LX17, Mai18, MCJ17, Mor17a, Mor17i, OR17, Ros11, SS17a, Shu17, Swe16, WLXC17, Yew18, Cha85, DMR19, GC08, HRC19, Ker18b, Kral15, Kra16a, RCD19, Six17j, Sko19, Six17i, Six17j].


[DMH18, Nav17]. Technologie [Ale18b, DF17b, DF17a, HP17, HP18, KFR17, KFR18, TNM17, BP17b]. Technologien [GR17]. Technologies [ATD17, BT18a, CR16, EGB18, GBSAS17, Gen17, Gsh20, PP16, ROH16, SJZG19, TT19, YNS16, AR15, BLMQ19, NBF16, Ano16c, SM16]. Technology [AKP17, AKP18, ACW17, AH19, AM19, Ano19c, BART17, Ber17, BK17a, BK18, BCS15, But19, CPM17, Cus14b, Esc18, Eya17, EN19, Foli17, Fug19, GANAHH17, GLD18, Ger16, HSB17c, HSB18d, HSB18g, HSB18i, HTCW17, HTCW18, Hut17, JB17a, JB18a, Joh18, KSCD16, Koe17, KD16, KY19, LSM17, MGDEK17, MGDEK18, Nia19, aNOE17, OOF17, Oln16, OJ17, OECD16, OECD17, RC16, RT19, SPJ17, SK15, Sch19, SS17a, Smo18, Swe16, TBY17, VFS19, Wey19, YMR18, Ale18b, BR17, BP17b, CZ16, CXLC18, DF17b, Gir18, HP17, KFR17, MGM17, Pec17a, Pil16, Raj18, RKY18, SSL19, SK18, SYZ16, TT16, TTC16, Wat17, ZW17, ZZ16].
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